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Community Update: Almost There… 

 

 

While the weather here in Haiti is a bit abnormally cool and we continue to follow a 
para-curricular program [not the normal academic schedule], LCS life, especially in 
terms of students present, is quickly moving back to normal as displayed by our almost 
complete “LCS” [picture above].  We have 278 students on campus this week. Hopefully 
we will have more than enough to complete our logo next week.  Officially, schools in 
Haiti remain closed until first of April. 

We also have a medical group visiting from Rockford, IL. We had Dr. David Cheng‟s 
group split over two locations with LCS alumni medical students and LCS student 
translators assisting in both. More on this group's work in the Friday update.  

Along with the group is Melissa Cheng who, although only 20, has been a THP 
supporter for six years.  She started early as a promoter of the Annual Lenten Project at 
Boylan High School, our strongest supporting school in Rockford, IL. Today, she had 
the pleasure of working with Christina‟s Timoun Program [see picture above]. Here are 
her thoughts: 

            Although we thoroughly studied The Haitian Project’s website, we could 
not have possibly imagined what we found here at LCS.  Today we played with 
the youngest kids here, who didn’t seem to care that we didn’t speak a bit of 
Kreyol; all they wanted was to be played with and be held.  We played with the 
sidewalk chalk, acted as personal jungle gyms, and even got our butts kicked by 
three 10 year-olds in soccer.  In the afternoon we helped teach math.  As we 
walk away from our day, we are most impressed by the eagerness of the children 
to learn and the loving dispositions each of them have.  In spite of the diverse 
socio-economic backgrounds, THP/LCS is a unified community and family. 



 This past weekend, we had a great Annual Meeting. The weather in Providence was 
also a bit chilly for me and Patrick Brun, THP‟s Board Chair, but the food was hot [we 
gathered for spicy Indian food after the meeting] and the company warm.   

 Most importantly, we again affirmed our mission and commitment to it. We also recently 
decided to embrace the charism that has fueled our success in Haiti community wide.  
Mary Jo LeGrand, THP Board Member who started as a Volunteer in Haiti in „00-‟01, 
reflected in regard to the charism, “The Holy Spirit was present, and together in 
community we affirmed that what we have been doing as an organization is the right 
thing for us, for our role in the Catholic Church and for our Mission in Haiti and in the 
United States.  It was great to be a part of such a historic time for THP.”   

  “By living our specific charism, we have discovered that work done voluntarily for the benefit of 

others is a powerful, grace-filled catalyst for personal metanoia and environmental change. In 
this context, the success of our labor not only increases our sense of personal dignity and 
transforms the world around us, but it also deepens our trust in God and our willingness to 
serve.” 

 –From THP’s Charism 

 Follow ups will be provided as other decisions about our charism are made within The 
Haitian Project Community.    

Peace, Patrick  

 

--  

To make a donation or to read our archived updates since the time of the earthquake go to 

www.haitianproject.org 
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“What you receive as gift, you must give as gift.”  

“Se gratis nou resevwa, Se gratis tou pou nou bay.”  

 

---Matthew 10:8 

  

 

 

http://www.haitianproject.org/

